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Abstract: 
 In this paper, we define some operations on internal and external cubic soft matrices. We also 
characterized some of its algebraic properties. 
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1. Introduction: 
The concept of fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh[12]. He studied their properties on the parallel lines to 
set theory.  Since their many papers on fuzzy sets appeared high lighting the importance of the concept and its 
applications to logic set theory, group theory, real analysis, measure theory, topology etc. 
In 1975, Zedeh[12] introduced a new notion of fuzzy sets viz., internal valued fuzzy subsets, where the 
values of the membership function are closed interval of numbers instead of a number. 
In 1999, Molodstov [8] introduced the novel concept of softsets and established the fundamental results 
of the new theory.  In [3], Jun et al. introduced a new notion of cubic set which is a combinations of fuzzy set and 
interval valued fuzzy set and also investigated several properties of cubic sets. 
Fuzzy matrix was introduced by Thomason [11] and the concept of uncertainty was discussed by using 
fuzzy matrices.  Chinnadurai and Barkavi introduced a new concept of cubic soft matrrix, interval cubic soft 
matrix and external cubic soft matrix[2]. 
In this paper, we define some operations on internal and external cubic soft matrix. We also discuss some 
basic algebraic properties of cubic soft matrix. 
2. Preliminiaries: 
       In this section first we review some basic concepts and definitions.  
Definition 2.1 [9] Let U  be an initial universal set and E be a set of parameters. A cubic soft set over U  is 
defined to be a pair ),( A  where   is a mapping from A to )(UP  and .EA  Then the pair ),( A  
can be represented as,  AeeA )/(=),(   where  AeUuuuAue ee  ,/)(),(~,=)(   is a 
cubic soft set in which )(
~
uAe  is the interval valued fuzzy set and )(ue  is a fuzzy set.  
Definition 2.2 [9] Let U  be an initial universal set and E be a set of parameters. A cubic soft set ),( A  over 
U  is said to be an internal cubic soft set if )()()( uAuuA eee
    for all Ae  and for all .Uu    
Definition 2.3 [9] Let U  be an initial universal set and E be a set of parameters. A cubic soft set ),( A  over 
U  is said to be an external cubic soft set if ))(),(()( uAuAu eee
  for all Ae  and for all .Uu   
Definition 2.4 [9] Let U  be an initial universal set and E be a set of parameters. For any subsets A and B of E, 
),( A  and ),( B  be cubic soft sets over .U    






















for all Ce . This is denoted by ).,(),(=),( BAC R     
2.  The R-intersection of ),( A  and ),( B  is a cubic soft set ),( C  where BAC =  and 
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for all Ce . This is denoted by ).,(),(=),( BAC R     
Definition 2.5 [9] Let U  be an initial universal set and E be a set of parameters. For any subsets A and B of E, 
),( A  and ),( B  be cubic soft sets over .U    






















for all Ce . This is denoted by ).,(),(=),( BAC P     






















for all Ce . This is denoted by ).,(),(=),( BAC P     
Definition 2.6 [9] Let U  be an initial universal set and E be a set of parameters. The complement of a cubic soft 
set ),( A  over U  is denoted by 
cA),(  and defined by 
),(=),( AA c   where )(: UPAc    and  AeeA cc )/(=),(   where 
 .,/)(),(~,=)( AeUuuuAue cecec     
Definition 2.7 [7] A matrix nmijaA ][=  is said to be fuzzy matrix if miaij [0,1],1  and nj 1 .   
Definition 2.8 [7] For any two fuzzy matrices ][=],[= ijij bBaA  and a scalar Fk  . Then, 
(i)   ],[=],[= bijabasupBA ijijij  . 
(ii)     .],[=],[= ijijijij babainfsupAB   
(iii)   ].,[=],[= ijij akakinfkA     
Definition 2.9 [7] For any fuzzy matrix ][= ijaA , the transpose is obtained by interchanging its rows and 
columns and is denoted by ][= ji
T aA  for all i, j.   
Definition 2.10 Let  muuuU ,...,,= 21  be an initial universal set and  neeeE ,...,,= 21  be a set of 














































=][=  which is called an nm  cubic soft matrix(shortly 
CS-matrix or CSM) of the cubic soft set ).,( A   
According to this definition, a cubic soft set ),( A  is uniquely characterized by matrix nmija ][  where 
mi 1,2,3,...,=  and .1,2,3,...,= nj    
Example 2.11 Let  4321 ,,,= uuuuU  is a set of cars and  321 ,,= eeeA  is a set of parameters, which 
stands for mileage, engine and prize respectively. Then cubic soft set is defined as  
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Then the CS-matrix 
A  is written as, 



















.   
3.  Operations on Internal and External Cubic Soft Matrices: 
 In this section we define operations on internal and external cubic soft matrices and discuss some 
algebraic properties.  












  for all i, j.   















ij AA  for all i, j.   






















   Then   
1.  P-union of 
A  and B  is denoted by 
 BA P  and defined as 












 and  bijaijcij  ,max=  for all i, j. 
2.  P-intersection of 
A  and B  is denoted by 
 BA P  and defined as 












 and  bijaijcij  ,min=  for all i, j. 
3.  R-union of 
A  and B  is denoted by 
 BA R  and defined as 












 and  bijaijcij  ,min=  for all i, j. 
4.  R-intersection of 
A  and B  is denoted by 
 BA R  and defined as 












 and  bijaijcij  ,max=   
 for all i, j.   
Proposition 3.4  Let )..(,, nmnm ECSMrespICSMCBA 

 Then 
.=  )(  AAAi P   
.= )(  AAAii R   
.=)(  AAAiii P   
.= )(  AAAiv R   


























































=    for all ., ji   
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Proposition 3.5  Let )..(, nmnm ECSMrespICSMBA 

 Then 
.=  )(  ABBAi PP   
.= )(  ABBAii RR   
.=)(  ABBAiii PP   
.= )(  ABBAiv RR    












=    for all ., ji   
 
.=

















































=    for all ., ji   
 
.=

















































=    for all ., ji   
 
.=

















































=    for all ., ji   
 
.=






































Note 3.6 In Proposition 3.5, (i) and (iii) are also an ICSM. But (ii) and (iv) are not an ICSM.   
Proposition 3.7  Let )..(,, nmnm ECSMrespICSMCBA 

 Then 
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(i)    .=  CBACBA PPPP   
(ii)    .=  CBACBA RRRR   
(iii)    .=  CBACBA PPPP   






















Then (i)     .,~,~,~= cijcijPbijbijPaijaijPP CBACBA     
 
   
 
 .=


















































































(ii)     .,~,~,~= cijcijRbijbijRaijaijRR CBACBA     
 
 
   
 
 .=


















































































(iii)     .,~,~,~= cijcijPbijbijPaijaijPP CBACBA     
 
 
   
 
 .=


















































































(iv)     .,~,~,~= cijcijRbijbijRaijaijRR CBACBA      
 
   
 
 .=



















































































Note 3.8 In Proposition 3.7, (i) and (iii) are also an ICSM. But (ii) and (iv) are not an ICSM.   
Proposition 3.9  Let )..(, nmnm ECSMrespICSMBA 

 Then 
(i)         .= cP
cc
P BABA
    
(ii)        .= cR
cc
R BABA
    
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(iii)       .= cP
cc
P BABA
    
(iv)        .= cR
cc
R BABA
















Then (i)  caijaijPaijaijcP AABA  ,~,~=)(    for all i, j.  
 






























































(ii)  caijaijRaijaijcR AABA  ,~,~=)(    for all i, j.  
 






























































(iii)  caijaijPaijaijcP AABA  ,~,~=)(    for all i, j.  
 






























































(iv)  caijaijRaijaijcR AABA  ,~,~=)(    for all i, j.  
 































































Note 3.10 In Proposition 3.9, (i) and (iii) are also an ICSM. But (ii) and (iv) are not an ICSM.   
Theorem 3.11 Let )..(,, nmnm ECSMrespICSMCBA 

 Then 
(i)         .=  CBCACBA PPPPP   
(ii)        .=  CBCACBA RPRRP   
(iii)       .=  CBCACBA PRPPR   
(iv)        .=  CBCACBA RRRRR   
(v)         .=  CBCACBA PPPPP   
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(vi)        .=  CBCACBA RPRRP   
(vii)       .=  CBCACBA PRPPR   






















Then (i)     .,~~,~= cijcijPbijbijPaijaijPP CBACBA      
 
 








































































(ii)     .,~~,~= cijcijRbijbijPaijaijRP CBACBA      
 
 








































































(iii)     .,~~,~= cijcijPbijbijRaijaijPR CBACBA      
 
 








































































(iv)     .,~~,~= cijcijRbijbijRaijaijRR CBACBA      
 
 








































































(v)     .,~~,~= cijcijPbijbijPaijaijPP CBACBA      
 
 








































































(vi)     .,~~,~= cijcijRbijbijPaijaijRP CBACBA      
 
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(vii)     .,~~,~= cijcijPbijbijRaijaijPR CBACBA      
 
 








































































(viii)     .,~~,~= cijcijRbijbijRaijaijRR CBACBA      
 
 







































































Theorem 3.12 Let )..(,, nmnm ECSMrespICSMCBA 

 Then 
(i)         .=  CABACBA PPPPP   
(ii)        .=  CABACBA PRPRP   
(iii)       .=  CABACBA RPRPR   
(iv)        .=  CABACBA RRRRR   
(v)         .=  CABACBA PPPPP   
(vi)        .=  CABACBA PRPRP   
(vii)       .=  CABACBA RPRPR   






















Then (i)    .,~~,~= cijcijPbijbijPaijaijPP CBACBA     
 






































































 (ii)    .,~~,~= cijcijRbijbijPaijaijRP CBACBA      
 






































































 (iii)    .,~~,~= cijcijPbijbijRaijaijPR CBACBA      
 
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(iv)    .,~~,~= cijcijRbijbijRaijaijRR CBACBA      
 
 







































































(v)    .,~~,~= cijcijPbijbijPaijaijPP CBACBA      
 
 







































































(vi)    .,~~,~= cijcijRbijbijPaijaijRP CBACBA      
 
 







































































(vii)    .,~~,~= cijcijPbijbijRaijaijPR CBACBA      
 
 






































































(viii)    .,~~,~= cijcijRbijbijRaijaijRR CBACBA      
 
 







































































Proposition 3.13  Let )..( nmnm ECSMrespICSMA 

 Then 
  .=  )(  AAAi TP   
  .= )(  AAAii TR   
  .=)(  AAAiii TP   
  .= )(  AAAiv TR   
  .=  )(  AAv TT   














AA   
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(i)    TaijaijPaijaijTP AAAA  ,~,~=    for all ., ji   
 













































(ii)    TaijaijRaijaijTR AAAA  ,~,~=    for all ., ji   
 













































(iii)    TaijaijPaijaijTP AAAA  ,~,~=    for all ., ji   
 













































(iv)    TaijaijRaijaijTR AAAA  ,~,~=    for all ., ji   
 




























































=  for all ., ji   
 




























 Proposition 3.14  Let )..(, nmnm ECSMrespICSMBA 

 Then 
      .=  )( TP
TT
P BABAi
   
      .= )( TR
T
R BABAii
   
      .=)( TP
T
P BABAiii
   
      .= )( TR
T
R BABAiv
    
Proof. Let )..(, nmnm ECSMrespICSMBA 

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(i)    TbijbijPaijaijTP BABA  ,~,~=    for all ., ji   
 
   
    .=










































(ii)    TbijbijRaijaijTR BABA  ,~,~=    for all ., ji   
 
   
    .=










































(iii)    TbijbijPaijaijTP BABA  ,~,~=    for all ., ji   
 
   
    .=










































(iv)    TbijbijRaijaijTR BABA  ,~,~=    for all ., ji   
 
   
    .=
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